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Abstra t. Spe i
ation Diagrams (SD) [19℄ are a graphi al notation for
spe ifying the message passing behavior of open distributed obje t systems. SDs fa ilitate spe i ation of system behaviors at various levels of
abstra tion, ranging from high-level spe i ations to on rete diagrams
with low-level implementation details. We investigate the theory of may
testing equivalen e [15℄ on SDs, whi h is a notion of pro ess equivalen e
that is useful for relating diagrams at di erent levels of abstra tion. We
present a semanti hara terization of the may equivalen e on SDs whi h
provides a powerful te hnique to relate abstra t spe i ations and re ned
implementations. We also des ribe our prototypi al implementation of
SDs and of a pro edure that exploits the hara terization of may testing
to establish equivalen es between nitary diagrams (without re ursion).
Key Words: Graphi al spe i
ation languages,  - al ulus, may testing,
tra e equivalen e, rewriting logi .

1 Introdu tion
Smith and Tal ott introdu ed Spe i ation Diagrams (SD) [19℄ as a graphi al
notation for spe ifying message passing behaviors of open distributed obje t
systems. SDs not only have an intuitive appeal as other graphi al spe i ation
languages su h as UML [18℄ and MSC [17℄, but also have a formal underpinning
whi h makes them amenable to rigorous analysis. SDs draw upon on epts from
various formalisms for on urren y; they allow dynami name generation and
name passing as in the  - al ulus [14℄, they have asyn hronous ommuni ation
and enfor e the lo ality dis ipline on use of names as in on urrent obje tbased models su h as the A tor model [1℄, they are equipped with imperative
notions su h as variables, environments, and assignments, and they also in orporate logi al features su h as assertions and onstrains whi h are appropriate
for spe i ation languages.
The language of SDs is designed to be useful at various stages of the software y le. In the initial stages, one an abstra tly express the desired system
behavior and its properties without having to swit h to another logi , and then
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progressively re ne the abstra t spe i ations into on rete diagrams with implementation details. An important task to be a omplished in this pro ess is to
be able to formally prove that a re ned diagram is indeed a orre t implementation of an abstra t spe i ation. The framework of may testing [15℄ is useful
for formalizing su h a semanti orresponden e between diagrams. It is known
that may testing is useful for reasoning about safety properties of implementations; spe i ally, it formalizes the riteria for a re ned diagram to be a safe
implementation of an abstra t spe i ation.
Relating diagrams a ording to may testing is in general a diÆ ult task. In
this paper, we present a hara terization of may testing on SDs that provides a
powerful te hnique for relating diagrams. We also present an exe utable implementation of SDs by modeling the language as a theory in rewriting logi [12℄.
The Maude tool [5℄ whi h supports spe i ations in rewriting logi an then be
used to exe ute diagrams. Finally, we des ribe the implementation in Maude of
a pro edure that exploits the hara terization of may testing to relate nitary
diagrams that do not involve re ursion.
SDs are more of a spe i ation language rather than a programming language in that not every SD is exe utable. For instan e SDs are equipped with
the onstraint onstru t that is analogous to Dijkstra's assume predi ate [7℄.
A onstrain spe i es a predi ate that should hold during a omputation; failure
of the predi ate indi ates that su h a omputation never happens, i.e the entire
omputation \is an elled in between the omputation" as though it never happened. It is lear that the onstrain onstru t is not implementable in general.
SDs are also equipped with ertain fairness notions that are not implementable
[20℄ (see the end of Se tion 3). In this paper, we will onsider only the exe utable
fragment of SDs; in parti ular we dis ard the onstrain onstru t and the fairness onditions. Although the language we onsider is only a fragment of Smith
and Tal ott's language, from now on we will refer to it as the language of SDs.
A entral theme of our work is that we present SDs as an extension of asynhronous  - al ulus [3, 9℄ with ertain imperative and logi al onstru ts. We will
exploit this onne tion both to obtain a hara terization of may testing and an
exe utable implementation of SDs. Spe i ally, we will adapt our hara terization of may testing for asyn hronous  - al ulus with lo ality [24℄ to obtain a
hara terization of may testing on SDs. Similarly, we will extend our implementation of asyn hronous  - al ulus des ribed in [22℄ to obtain an implementation
of SDs. In summary, this paper has three main ontributions. It presents SDs as
an extension of asyn hronous  - al ulus and exploits this onne tion to obtain
both a hara terization of may testing and an implementation of SDs.
Following is the layout of the rest of this paper. In Se tions 2 and 3, we present
SDs as an extension of asyn hronous  - al ulus. In Se tion 4, we instantiate the
framework of may testing on SDs and present an alternate hara terization of
it. In Se tion 5, we des ribe our implementation of SDs in the Maude tool. We
on lude the paper in Se tion 6 with omments on possible dire tions of future
work.
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2 Spe i ation Diagram Syntax
We assume a set of values Val, whi h is not spe i ed ompletely, but is assumed
to in lude booleans and an in nite set of names N . We assume an in nite set
of variables Var, whi h an take on values from Val. The sets Var and Val are
assumed to be disjoint. We let u; v; w range over Val, a; b; over N , ;  over
sets of names, and x; y; z over Var. An environment is a partial fun tion from
Var to Val that is de ned for only nitely many variables. We let range over
environments. We denote an environment as a subset of Var  Val in the usual
way. We assume a set of operations on Val that is not spe i ed ompletely,
but is assumed to ontain the equality operator =, and the boolean operators
:; _ and ^. We also assume a fun tion n() on values su h that n(v) is the
set of all names that are used in onstru ting the (possibly omposite) value v ;
we assume that this set is always nite. We lift the fun tion n() from Val to
environments in the expe ted way. We let e; f; g range over expressions and  over
boolean expressions. Expressions an ontain free variables, and are evaluated in
an environment that assigns values to these variables. We assume an evaluation
fun tion eval(e, ) that evaluates an expression e in an environment that assigns
values to all free variables in e. From now on, we use the words diagrams and
pro esses inter hangeably.
SDs are de ned by the following ontext-free grammar. We assume a set of
pro ess variables PrVar that is disjoint from Var and Val, and let X; Y; Z; : : :
range over it.

D := 0 j ae j a(x):D j D1 jD2 j (a)D j re X:D j X
j D1 ; D2 j D1  D2 j fork(D)
j fj : Djg j x := e
j pi k(x):D j wait()

(asyn h  )
( ontrol)
(imperative)
(logi al)

Following is an informal des ription of ea h of these onstru ts - (i) 0 (nil ):
Trivial behavior that does nothing. (ii) ae (output ): Send an asyn hronous message to a with the result of evaluating e as the ontent. The name a is said to
be the subje t of the output. (iii) a(x):D (input ): Re eive an input u at a and
ontinue as Dfu=xg (substitution). All o urren es of x in D are bound by the
input argument. The name a is said to be the subje t of the input. (iv) D1 jD2
(parallel omposition ): Exe ute D1 and D2 parallely (possibly involving intera tions between the two). (v) (a)D (restri tion ): Privatize the name a to D.
All o urren es of a in D are bound by the restri tion. (vi) re X:D (re ursion ):
Behave as Dfre X:D=X g. All o urren es of X in D are bound by the re ursion
operator. (vii) D1 ; D2 (sequential omposition ): Exe ute D1 , and then exe ute
D2 . (viii) D1  D2 ( hoi e ): Exe ute exa tly one of D1 and D2 . (ix) fork(D)
(fork ): Make a opy of the urrent environment and exe ute D with this opy
as its environment. D is to be exe uted on urrently with the (parent) diagram
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performing this fork. Spe i ally, note that the forked diagram and the parent
diagram do not share their environments. (x) fj : Djg (s ope ): Exe ute D in the
environment . (xi) x := e (assignment ): Assign to x the result of evaluating e.
(xii) pi k (x):D (pi k ): Pi k any value v su h that n(v ) ontains only the names
that are urrently in use, and exe ute Dfv=xg. In parti ular, this onstru t does
not generate fresh names. All o urren es of x in D are bound by the pi k. (xiii)
wait() (wait ): Wait until the environment is su h that  evaluates to true.
The reader is referred to [20℄ for a graphi al representation of these onstru ts
and a des ription of how many other onstru ts su h as onditionals and loops
an be en oded using the these onstru ts.
SDs impose the dis ipline of lo ality in the use of names, where the re ipient
of a name ommuni ated in a message is only allowed to use the name for
sending messages; in parti ular, the re ipient does not have the apability to
listen to messages targeted to the re eived name. Lo ality is a ommon feature
of on urrent obje t-based systems and it was rst formally investigated in the
setting of  - al ulus by Merro and Sangiorgi [11℄. The SD syntax automati ally
enfor es the lo ality dis ipline sin e an input subje t is always a name ( onstant)
and names an only be bound by a restri tion. In parti ular, an input subje t
annot be bound by the argument of another (en losing) input, and hen e the
re epient annot listen to messages targeted to the names it re eives.
In addition to lo ality, SDs also enfor e uniqueness of names. Spe i ally, let
r p(D) be the set of all free names in D that o ur as an input subje t. This set
ontains all the free names at whi h D an urrently re eive a message. For a toplevel diagram D, the uniqueness property states that no other pro ess besides D
an re eive messages at a name in r p(D). Therefore, in parti ular, if D1 ; D2 are
two top-level diagrams, then r p(D1 )\r p(D2 ) = ;. Note that lo ality guarantees
that the uniqueness property is an invariant during exe ution; the set r p(D) may
expand during the omputation as private names of D are exported in outputs,
and lo ality ensures the uniqueness property for these exported names.
We end this se tion with a few de nitions and notational onventions. As
usual, we do not distinguish between -equivalent pro esses, i.e. pro esses that
di er only in the use of bound names, bound variables, or bound pro ess variables. The fun tions fn() and bn() whi h return the set of all free names and
bound names that o ur in a pro ess (respe tively), are de ned as expe ted. Further, we de ne n(D) = fn(D) [ bn(D). A value substitution is a partial fun tion
from Var to Val that is de ned only for nitely many variables. We write fv~=x~g
to denote the (value) substitution that maps xi to vi and is unde ned for all
other variables, where xi and vi are the ith omponents of the tuples x~ and v~. We
write Dfv~=x~g to denote the result of simultaneously substituting all o urren es
of xi in D with vi . As usual, substitution is de ned only modulo -equivalen e
with the usual renaming of bound names to avoid aptures. Similarly, a pro ess
substitution is a partial fun tion from PrVar to pro esses, that is de ned only
~ X~ g and D0 fD=
~ X~ g have
for nitely many pro ess variables. The notations fD=
the expe ted meaning.
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3 Operational Semanti s
We de ne the SD semanti s using a labeled transition system in the SOS style
introdu ed by Plotkin [16℄. The transition labels are of ve kinds.
i.  : An internal a tion.
ii. ( )av : An input of value v at name a.  is the set of names in n(v ) that are
fresh with respe t to the diagram D performing the input.
iii. ( )av : An output of value v to name a.  is the set of names in n(v ) that are
private to the diagram performing the output. These names will no longer
be private to the diagram after the output.
iv. ( )pi k(v ): Exe ution of a pi k onstru t that pi ks a value v .  is the set of
all names in n(v ) that are private to the diagram performing this a tion.
v. ( )fork(D; ): Exe ution of a fork onstru t that forks a diagram D with
environment .  is the set of all names in n(D) [ n( ) that are private to
the diagram performing this a tion.
The fun tions fn() and bn() over a tions are de ned as expe ted; in parti ular  is the set of bound names for the a tions above . We let range ove
the set of all a tions, and de ne n( ) = fn( ) [ bn( ). For environments 1 ; 2 ,
we de ne = 1 ; 2 as (x) = 1 (x) if 1 (x) is de ned, and 2 (x) otherwise.
We write [~x ! u~℄, where x~ = x1 : : : : :xn and u~ = u1 : : : : :un , as a shorthand
for f(xn ; un )g; : : : ; f(x1 ; u1 )g; . We say that D is trivial if its syntax does not
ontain the input, output, fork, assign, pi k, or wait onstru ts; su h a pro ess
has the same behavior as 0. For  = fa1 ; : : : ; an g, we write ( )D as an abbreviation for (a1 ) : : : (an )D; note that this notational onvention is de ned only
modulo the ordering of the names a1 ; : : : ; an whi h in any ase is irrelevant.
The transition system is de ned at two levels - an inner level, and an outer
level. The inner level transitions  are between pairs onsisting of a diagram
and an environment in whi h the diagram is exe uted (see Table 1). The outer
level transitions ! are de ned between losed diagrams (see Table 2), i.e.
diagrams in whi h every variable o urren e is bound by an input, s ope or
pi k onstru t. The main reason for de ning transitions at two levels, besides
a ounting for environments, is that the exe ution of pi k and fork onstru ts
is ontext sensitive. For instan e, exe uting a pi k an only return a value v
su h that every name in n(v ) is urrently in use, and the set of names in use
is determined by the entire top-level diagram that ontains the pi k onstru t.
Similarly, in ase of the fork onstru t, the forked diagram is to be instantiated
in parallel with entire top-level diagram. Using two types of transitions fa ilitates
the de nition of a transition system in the SOS style despite the ontext sensitive
nature of pi k and fork onstru ts.
The transitions in Tables 1 and 2 are all de ned modulo -equivalen e on
diagrams, i.e. if D1 and D2 are -equivalent then D1 and D2 have the same
transitions, and so do the pairs hD1 ; i and hD2 ; i. The rules INP, OUT, REC,
BINP, PAR, RES, OPEN and COM are all analogous to the orresponding
transition rules for asyn hronous  - al ulus [2℄. The rules PAR, COM and SUM
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hDfre X:D=X g; i  hD0 ; 0 i
ha(x):D; i av

hDfv=xg; i
hre X:D; i  hD0 ; 0 i
 h0; i eval(e; ) = v
hae; i av
hD; i ()!av hD0 ; 0 i b 2 n(v) n ( (D) [ n( ))
hD; i ([fb!g)av hD0 ; 0 i
REC

fn

BINP

hD1 ; i  hD10 ; 0 i
hD1 jD2 ; i  hD10 jD2 ; 0 i

PAR

OPEN

)

\ (D2 ) = ;
fn

hD; i  hD0 ; 0 i
b 2= n( ) [ n(
h(b)D; i  h(b)D0 ; 0 i

RES

COM

bn(

)

)av
)av
hD10 ; 0 i hD2 ; i (
hD0 ; 0 i
hD1 ; i (
 h()(D0 jD0 ); 0 i 2
hD1 jD2 ; i 
1
2
)av
hD0 ; 0 i
hD; i (
b 6= a; b 2 n(v);
h(b)D; i ([fbg)av hD0 ; 0 i b 2= ; b 2= n( )

(D1 ; 1 )
hD; i () 
hD0 ; 0 i
b 2 n(D1 ) [ n(
([fbg)
h(b)D; i
 (D1 ; 1 ) hD0 ; 0 i b 2= ; b 2= n( )
fork

OPEN-FORK

SEQ1

SUM
FORK

fork

hD1 ; i  hD10 ; 0 i
hD1 ; D2 ; i  hD10 ; D2 ; 0 i

SEQ2

 hD ; i
hD1  D2 ; i 
1
hfork(D); i (D; ) h0; i

ASSGN

SCOPE

hD2 ; i  hD20 ; 0 i D
hD1 ; D2 ; i  hD20 ; 0 i 1
pi k

WAIT

hfj

hD;
1 :

1; 2

is trivial

 h0; [x ! v℄i eval(e; ) = v
hx := e; i 
hpi k(x):D; i (v) hDfv=xg; i
 h0; i eval(; ) =
hwait(); i 
PICK

fork

1)

true

i  hD0 ; 1 [~x ! v~℄; 20 i
 hfj 1[~x ! v~℄ : D0 jg; 20 i

Djg; 2 i

hD; i ()  (v) hD0 ; 0 i
b 2 n(v)
h(b)D; i ([fbg) (v) h(b)D0 ; 0 i
pi k

RES-PICK

Table 1.

pi k

Rules for inner level transitions.

have symmetri versions that are not shown. We now elaborate on the rules
on erned with pi k and fork onstru ts; the others are self-explanatory.
The transition label of the PICK rule in ludes the value v that is being
pi ked. All the names in n(v ) are progressively a ounted for by the RES-PICK
and TOP-PICK rules; these names should either be private or already o ur
free in the top-level diagram. This ensures that every name in n(v ) is urrently
in use. The transition label of the FORK rule ontains both the diagram that is
being forked, and the environment in whi h the forked diagram will be exe uted.
The TOP-FORK rule instantiates this diagram along with the environment, in
parallel with the top-level diagram. This ensures that the newly forked diagram
exe utes on urrently with the urrent diagram, and that the two diagrams do
not share their environments. Finally, a note on the TOP-OUT rule. This rule
a ounts for asyn hrony in message ex hanges. A message emitted by the OUT
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TOP

hD; ;i  hD0 ; ;i
D ! D0

TOP-OUT

k,
6= pi
fork

)av
hD10 ; ;i
hD1 ; ;i (
D1 ! ()(D10 jav)

Table 2.

TOP-FORK

TOP-PICK

7

hD1 ; ;i ()fork(D2 ; ) hD10 ; ;i
D1 ! ()(D10 jfj : D2 jg)

k(v)
hD; ;i ()pi
hD0 ; ;i n(v)   [ fn(D)

D ! D0

Rules for outer level transitions.

rule an either be immediately exported by the TOP rule, or it an be bu ered
by the TOP-OUT rule. Note that the arguments of a bu ered message have
already been evaluated by the OUT rule that reated the message.
Let L denote the set of all input and output a tions; these are the visible
a tions. Note that every top-level transition is labeled with a  or an a tion
in L. We let s; r; t range over the set of tra es L . The fun tions fn (:); bn (:)
and n(:) are extended to L the obvious way. We de ne a omplementation
fun tion on L as ( )xy = ( )xy , ( )xy = ( )xy , and extend this to L the obvious way. The -equivalen e over tra es is de ned as expe ted, and -equivalent
tra es are not distinguished. For example, the tra es (b)ab:ba and ( )a : a are
-equivalent; we do not distinguish between the bound names b and . Sin e
we work modulo -equivalen e on tra es, for onvenien e we assume the following normality ondition on any tra e s we onsider { if s = s1 : :s2 then
(n(s1 ) [ fn ( )) \ bn ( :s2 ) = ;.
We de ne the relation =) as the re exive transitive losure of !, and
l s0
s
=) as =) !=). For s = l:s0 , we write D =)
=) Q ompa tly as D =)
Q.
s
s
0
0
We write the assertion D =) D for some D , as D =). We de ne [jDj℄ =
s
fs j D =)g
. Not every tra e produ ed by the transition system orresponds to a
a ba

valid omputation. For example, we have (a)(a(x):Djav jba) ! a(x):Djav av
!
But the message av is not observable due to the lo ality property of SDs (see
Se tion 2); the lo ality property prevents the re ipient of the private name a from
listening to messages targeted to a. Further, due to the uniqueness property the
message av in the top-level diagram a(x):Djav is not observable, although we
!. To a ount for this, we de ne for a set of
have the transition a(x):Djav av
names , the notion of a -well-formed tra e su h that only -well-formed tra es
an be exhibited by a diagram D with r p(D) = .
( )

De nition 1. We de ne r p(; s) indu tively as r p(; ) = , r p(; s:( )av) =
r p(; s), and r p(; s:( )av ) = r p(; s) [  . We say s is -well-formed if s =
s1 :( )av:s2 implies a 2= r p(; s1 ). We say s is well-formed if it is ;-well-formed.
For onvenien e we adopt the following hygiene ondition on tra es (in addition to the normality ondition). Whenever we onsider a -well-formed tra e
s, we have  \ bn(s) = ;. The following lemma aptures the intuition behind
De nition 1.
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Lemma 1. Let r p(D2 ) \  = ;. Then the omputation D1 jD2 =) an be uns
zipped into D1 =) and D2 =s) su h that s is -well-formed.
ut
The original de nition of SDs by Smith and Tal ott [19℄ also a ounts for
ertain fairness onditions. For instan e, it is required that every message that
is sent during the ourse of a omputation is eventually re eived. Su h fairness
onditions are in general not implementable, making SDs more of a spe i ation language rather than a programming language. For instan e, it is in general
impossible to de ide if a diagram an eventually evolve to a state where it an reeive a ertain message. Sin e our intention is to fo us on an exe utable fragment
(or variant) of SDs, we drop these fairness onditions.

4 May Testing on Spe i ation Diagrams
The may testing equivalen e [15℄ is a notion of pro ess equivalen e whi h is useful
to relate spe i ations at di erent levels of abstra tion. It is an instan e of the
general notion of behavioral equivalen e where, roughly, two pro esses are said
to be equivalent if they are indistinguishable in all ontexts of use. Spe i ally,
the ontext onsists of an observing pro ess that runs in parallel and intera ts
with the pro ess being tested. The observer an in addition signal a su ess
by emitting a spe ial event. The pro ess being tested is said to pass the test
proposed by the observer if there exists a run in whi h the observer signals a
su ess; note that due to possible non-determinism the observer and the pro ess
an take one of many possible omputation paths. Two pro ess are said to be
may equivalent if they pass exa tly the same set of tests.
We onsider a generalized version of the usual may equivalen e, where the
equivalen e is parameterized with a set of names that determines the set of observers that an be used to de ide the equivalen e. We originally introdu ed this
generalized notion in the ontext of asyn hronous  - al ulus with lo ality [24℄.

De nition 2 (may testing). Observers are diagrams that an emit a spe ial
message . We let O range over the set of observers. We say D may O if
DjO =
). We say D1 v D2 if for every O with r p(O) \  = ;, we have
D1 may O implies D2 may O. We say D1 ' D2 if D1 v D2 and D2 v D1 .
Thus, only observers that do not listen at names in  are used to de ide the
preorder v ; the larger the parameter  the smaller the observer set that is used
to de ide v .
May testing is known to be useful for reasoning about safety properties of
on urrent systems. Spe i ally, by viewing the observer's su ess as something
bad happening, D1 v D2 an be interpreted as D1 is a safe implementation of
the spe i ation D2 , be ause if the spe i ation D2 is guaranteed to not ause
anything bad to happen in a given ontext (that does not listen to names in ),
then the implementation D1 would also not ause anything bad to happen in
the same ontext.
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s1 :( )s2
s1 :( )( :av:s2 )
s1 :( )s2

(drop)
(delay)
(annihilate)

Table 3.





s1 :( )av:s2
s1 :( )av: :s2
s1 :( )av:av:s2

9

if ( )s2 6= ?
if ( )( :av:s2 ) 6= ?
if ( )s2 6= ?

A preorder relation on tra es.

The universal quanti ation over ontexts in the de nition of may testing
makes it very hard to prove equalities. Spe i ally, to prove an equivalen e,
one has to onsider all possible intera tions between the given pro esses and all
possible observers. The typi al approa h to ir umvent this problem is to nd
an alternate hara terization of the equivalen e that involves only the pro ess
being tested [2, 4, 8℄. For SDs, a variant of the tra e semanti s hara terizes the
parameterized may preorder. In fa t, it turns out that the hara terization is
similar to the one for asyn hronous  - al ulus with lo ality that we presented
in [24℄; the only di eren e arising due to the fa t that unlike SDs the al ulus in
[24℄ is not equipped with the mismat h operator on names. The hara terization
in [24℄ is in turn an adaptation of the hara terization for asyn hronous  al ulus [2℄. We skip the proofs of all the propositions in this se tion as they
are relatively simple extensions of the proofs in [2℄ and [24℄. The main di eren e
arises due to the mismat h apability on names in SDs (this apability is absent
in the formalisms in [2℄ and [24℄), whi h an be handled using the te hniques we
presented in [23℄.
The tra e based hara terization of v over SDs follows. We de ne a preorder
 on tra es as the re exive transitive losure of the laws shown in Table 3, where
( ) is de ned as

8> s
< ( n fbg)s :(0 [ fbg)av:s
( )s =
>:
?
1

if  = ; or  \ fn(s) = ;
if b 2 ; b 2 n(v ) and there are s1 ; s2 ; a;  0
s.t. s = s1 :( 0 )av:s2 and b 62 fn(s1 ) [ fag
otherwise

2

The expression ( )s returns ?, if there is b 2  su h that b is used in s before
it is re eived for the rst time, i.e. the rst free o urren e of b in s is not
in the argument of an input. Otherwise, the expression binds the rst su h
o urren e (in an input in s) of every b 2  , and returns the resulting tra e.
The intuition behind the preorder  is that if a pro ess leads an observer to a
su ess by exhibiting a tra e s, then it an also lead the observer to a su ess
by exhibiting any tra e r  s. Spe i ally, inputs are not observable sin e they
are asyn hronous, and hen e they an be dropped, delayed, or annihilated with
omplementary output a tions.
s:
), then r  s implies O =r:
).
Lemma 2. If O =


De nition 3. We say [jD j℄  [jD j℄ if for every -well-formed tra e s, D =s)
r
.
implies there is r  s su h that D =)
2

1

2

1
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Theorem 1. D1 v D2 if and only if [jD2 j℄  [jD1 j℄.

ut

So far, we have allowed a given pair of diagrams D1 and D2 to be ompared with v for arbitrary . But if D1 and D2 are top-level diagrams, due
to the uniqueness property of names (see Se tion 2) it makes sense to ompare
D1 and D2 with v only if fn(D1 ); fn(D2 )  . In this ase, we an in fa t
strengthen Theorem 1 by dropping the annihilation law. Spe i ally, for  su h
that fn(D1 ); fn(D2 )  , we have D1 v D2 if and only if for every -well-formed
s
implies D2 =r) for some r  s using only the laws delay and
tra e s, D1 =)
drop. The reason behind this is that sin e s is -well-formed and r p(D)  , s
annot ontain omplimentary input and output a tions.

5 Exe utable Spe i ation in Rewriting Logi
We now spe ify the language of SDs as a theory in rewriting logi [12℄. The
Maude tool [5℄ whi h supports spe i ations in rewriting logi an then be used
to exe ute SDs. We also present a pro edure implemented in Maude, that exploits Theorem 1 to de ide the may preorder relation between nitary diagrams
(without re ursion). To simplify matters we assume that the set of values Val
only ontains names. Extending this to arbitrary value sets will need sophistiated symboli te hniques [10, 25℄, whi h is out of the s ope of this paper.
Sin e we have represented spe i ation diagrams as an extension of asynhronous  - al ulus we an smoothly extend the spe i ation of asyn hronous
- al ulus in rewriting logi that we introdu ed in [22℄ to obtain an exe utable
spe i ation of SDs. The main idea behind spe ifying SDs in rewriting logi is
to represent an (inner or outer) transition rule of form

P1 ! Q1 : : : Pn ! Qn
P0 ! Q 0
as a onditional rewrite rule of the form P0 ! Q0 if P1 ! Q1 ^ : : : ^
Pn ! Qn , where the ondition in ludes rewrites. This was rst introdu ed by

Verdejo et al. [26℄ for implementing CCS [13℄. Su h onditional rules with rewrite
onditions are exe utable in version 2.0 of the Maude language and system [5℄;
the rewrite onditions are solved by means of an impli it sear h pro ess. The
reader is referred to [5, 26℄ for further details.
In the Maude spe i ation of the SD syntax that follows, the sorts Chan,
Var, and PrVar are used to represent names, variables and pro ess variables,
and the sort Env is used to represent environments. Following are operator de larations for a few of the SD onstru ts.
sorts Chan Var PrVar Env Diag .
op _(_)._ : Chan Qid Diag -> Diag .
op {|_:_|} : Env Diag -> Diag .
op _|_ : Diag Diag -> Diag . ops new[_℄_ re [_℄_ : Qid Diag -> Diag .

The sort Qid represents quoted identi ers. To manage name and variable
bindings in spe i ation diagrams, we use CINNI as a al ulus for expli it substitutions [21℄ whi h has been implemented in Maude. CINNI gives a rst-order
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[a := x℄
af0g 7! x
af1g 7! af0g

[shiftup a℄
af0g 7! af1g
af1g 7! af2g





[shiftdown a℄
af0g 7! af0g af0g
af1g 7! af0g af1g

7!
7!



[lift a S℄
[shiftup a℄ (S af0g)
[shiftup a℄ (S af1g)


afn+1g 7! afng afng 7! afn+1g afn+1g 7! afng afng
bfmg 7! bfmg bfmg 7! bfmg bfmg 7! bfmg bfmg
Table 4.
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7!
7!

[shiftup a℄ (S afng)
[shiftup a℄ (S bfmg)

The CINNI operations.

representation of terms with bindings and apture-free substitutions, instead of
going to the metalevel to handle identi ers and bindings. The main idea in su h
a representation is to keep the bound identi er inside the binders as it is, but
to repla e its use by the identi er followed by an index whi h is a ount of the
number of binders with the same identi er it jumps before it rea hes the pla e
of use. This ombines the best of the approa hes based on standard variables
and de Bruijn indi es [6℄. Following this idea, we de ne terms of sorts Chan,
Var and PrVar as indexed identi ers as follows.
op
op

_{_} : Qid Nat -> Chan .
_{_} : Qid Nat -> PrVar .

Note that the operator
stru tors for environments.

fg

op

_{_} : Qid Nat -> Var .

is (adho ) overloaded. Following are the on-

op emptyEnv : -> Env .
op (__) : Var Chan -> Env .
op _;_ : Env Env -> Env .
eq {| emptyEnv : D |} = D .
eq {|(X CX);E : D|} = {|E : {|(X CX) : D |} |} .

As a result of the equations above, from now on we an assume that the
environment in fj : Djg is of form (x a). For name substitutions we introdu e
the sort ChanSubst along with the following operations. The intuitive meaning
of these operations is des ribed in Table 4 (see [21℄ for more details).
op [_:=_℄ : Qid Chan -> ChanSubst . op [shiftdown_℄ : Qid -> ChanSubst .
op [shiftup_℄ : Qid -> ChanSubst .
op [lift__℄ : Qid ChanSubst -> ChanSubst .

We introdu e the sort PrSubst for pro ess substitutions, along with similar
operations as above. Using these, expli it substitutions for SDs an be de ned
equationally. Following are some interesting equations. Note how the substitution
is lifted as it moves a ross a binder.
Var
eq
eq
eq

NS
NS
NS
NS

: ChanSubst . Var PS : PrSubst .
(CX(Y) . D ) = (NS CX)(Y) . ([lift Y NS℄ D) .
(D1 | D2) = (NS D1) | (NS D2) .
({|(X CX) : D |} = {|(X (NS CX)) : [lift X NS℄ D |} .

We now des ribe the spe i ation of the transition system. As mentioned
earlier, the transition rules are represented as onditional rewrite rules with the
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premises as onditions of the rule. Sin e rewrites do not have labels unlike the
labeled transitions, we make the label a part of the resulting term; thus these
rewrites are of the form P ) f gQ.
A problem to over ome in giving an exe utable spe i ation of the transition
system is that the transitions of a term an be in nitely bran hing be ause of
the INP and OPEN rules. In ase of the INP rule, there is one bran h for every
possible name that an be re eived in the input (re all that we have assumed
names to be the only values). In ase of the OPEN rule, there is one bran h for
every name that is hosen to denote the private hannel that is being emitted
(re all that the transition rules are de ned only modulo -equivalen e).
To over ome this problem, we de ne transitions relative to an exe ution
environment1 . The environment is represented abstra tly as a set of free names
CS that it may use while intera ting with the pro ess, and both the inner and
outer level transitions are modeled as rewrite rules over terms of the form [CS℄
P. The set CS expands during bound input and output intera tions when private
names are ex hanged between the pro ess and its environment. The in nite
bran hing due to the INP rule is avoided by allowing only the names in CS to
be re eived in free inputs. Sin e CS is assumed to ontain all the free names in
the environment, an input argument that is not in CS would be a private name
of the environment. Now, sin e the identi er hosen to denote the fresh name is
irrelevant, all bound input transitions an be identi ed to a single input. With
these simpli ations, the number of input transitions of a term be omes nite.
Similarly, in the OPEN rule, sin e the identi er hosen to denote the private
name emitted is irrelevant, instan es of the rule that di er only in the hosen
name are not distinguished.
Following is the spe i ation of a few of the inner level transitions (see Table
1).
sorts A tion
subsort VisA
ops i o : ->
op f : VisA
op b : VisA
op [_℄<_,_>
op {_}_ : A

VisA tion VisA tionType EnvPro Tra ePro .
tion < A tion .
subsort EnvPro < Tra ePro
VisA tionType .
tionType Chan Chan -> VisA tion .
tionType Chan Qid -> VisA tion .
: ChanSet Diag Env -> EnvPro .
tion Tra ePro -> Tra ePro [frozen℄ .

.

rl [INP℄ : [CY CS℄ < CX(X) . D , E > =>
{f(i,CX,CY)} [CY CS℄ < [X := CY℄ D , E > .
rl [BINP℄ : [CS℄ < D, E > =>
{[shiftdown 'U℄ b(i,CX,'U)} ['U{0} [shiftup 'U℄ CS℄ < D1 , E1 >
if (not flag in CS) /\ CS1 := flag 'U{0} [shiftup 'U℄ CS /\
[CS1℄ < [shiftup 'U℄ D , [shiftup 'U℄ E > =>
{f(i,CX,'U{0})} [CS1℄ < D1 , E1 > .
1

We have overloaded the word environment. So far we have used it to denote variable
bindings. We now also use it to refer to the external pro ess with whi h the pro ess
under onsideration is intera ting. It should be lear from the ontext as to whi h
of these we mean.
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rl [OPEN℄ : [CS℄ <new [X℄ D , E> =>
{[shiftdown X℄ b(o,CY,X)} [X{0} CS1℄ <D1 , E1>
if CS1 := [shiftup X℄ CS /\ E2 := [shiftup X℄ E /\
[CS1℄ <D,E2> => {f(o,CY,X{0})} [CS1℄ <D1,E1> /\ X{0} =/= CY .

We have shown the onstru tors for only the sort VisA tion that represents
visible a tions, i.e input and output a tions. Sin e names are assumed to be the
only values, these a tions are of form (^b)ab or (^b)ab, where the metavariable ^b
ranges over f;; fbgg. The operators f and b are used to onstru t free and bound
a tions respe tively. Name substitutions on a tions are de ned equationally as
expe ted. The implementation of the INP, BINP and OPEN rules is similar to that
of the orresponding rules for asyn hronous  - al ulus [22℄. We explain only the
BINP rule in detail, and refer the reader to [22℄ for further details.
In the BINP rule, sin e the identi er hosen to denote the bound argument is
irrelevant, we use the onstant 'U for all bound inputs, and thus 'Uf0g denotes
the fresh name re eived. Note that in ontrast to the BINP rule of Table 1, we
do not he k if 'Uf0g is in the free names of the pro ess performing the input or
its variable bindings, and instead we shift up the hannel indi es appropriately
in CS, D, and E in the righthand side and ondition of the rule. This is justi ed
be ause the transition target is within the s ope of the bound name in the input
a tion. Note also that the hannel CX in the a tion is shifted down be ause it is
now out of the s ope of the bound argument. The set CS is expanded by adding
the re eived hannel 'Uf0g to it. Finally, we use a spe ial onstant flag of sort
Chan, to ensure termination. The onstant flag is used to prevent the BINP
rule from being red again while evaluating the ondition. Without this he k,
we will have a non-terminating exe ution in whi h the BINP rule is repeatedly
red.
Following is the implementation of one of the outer level transitions (see
Table 2).
sorts EnvDiag Tra eDiag .
subsort EnvDiag < Tra eDiag .
ops tau bpi k : -> A tion .
op fpi k : Chan -> A tion .
op [_℄_ : ChanSet Diag -> EnvDiag .
op {_}_ : A tion Tra eDiag -> Tra eDiag [frozen℄ .
rl [TOP-PICK℄ : [CS℄ D => {tau} [CS1℄ D1
if [CS℄ < D , emptyEnv > => {A} [CS1℄ < D1 , emptyEnv > /\
(A == bpi k \/ (A == pi k(CX) /\ CX in freenames(D))) .

The onstant bpi k is used to represent a pi k a tion that pi ks a bound
name, while fpi k is used to denote an a tion that pi ks a free name. Note that
the operator f g above is de lared frozen. This forbids rewriting of its arguments; otherwise rewrites an be applied to any subterm. We use the frozen
attribute be ause otherwise for a re ursive pro ess D the term [CS℄ D may
have a non-terminating rewrite sequen e [CS℄D => fA1g [CS℄D1 => fA1gfA2g
[CS℄D2 => .... But sin e f g is de lared frozen a term [CS℄ D an be rewritten only on e. To ompute all possible su essors of a term, we expli itly generate
the transitive losure of one step transitions as follows (the dummy operator [ ℄
de lared below is used to prevent in nite loops).
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sort TEnvDiag .
op [_℄ : EnvDiag -> TEnvDiag [frozen℄ .
rl [reflx℄ : [ P ℄ => {A} Q if P => {A} Q .
rl [trans℄ : [ P ℄ => {A} R if P => {A} Q /\ [ Q ℄ => R .

Now, the set of all tra es exhibited by [CS℄ D an be omputed by nding all
the one step su essors of [[CS℄ D℄. The tra es appear (with tau a tions) as the
pre x of these one step su essors. Of ourse, there an be in nitely many one
step su essors if D is re ursive, but using the meta-level fa ilities of Maude we
an ompute only as many of them as needed. To represent tra es, we introdu e
the sort Tra e as follows.
subsort VisA tion < Tra e .
op epsilon : -> Tra e .
op [_℄ : Tra e -> TTra e .
op _._ : Tra e Tra e -> Tra e [asso id: epsilon℄ .
eq [TR1 . b(IO,CX,Y) . TR2℄ =
[TR1 . b(IO,CX,'U) . [Y := 'U{0}℄ [shiftup 'U℄ TR2℄
if Y =/= 'U .

The equation above de nes -equivalen e on tra es the expe ted way. The
fun tion rwf whi h he ks if a tra e is -well-formed an be de ned along the
lines of De nition 1.
We en ode the relation  of Table 3 as rewrite rules on terms of sort TTra e.
Spe i ally r  s if ond is en oded as s => r if ond.
rl

[Delay℄ : [ ( TR1 . f(i,CX,CY) . b(IO,CU,V) . TR2 ) ℄ =>
[ ( TR1 . b(IO,CU,V) . ([shiftup V℄ f(i, CX , CY)) . TR2 ) ℄ .
rl [Delay℄ : [ ( TR1 . b(i,CX,Y) . f(IO,CU,CV) . TR2 ) ℄ =>
[ ( TR1 . bind(Y , f(IO,CU,CV) . f(i,CX,Y{0}) . TR2) ) ℄
if bind(Y , f(IO,CU,CV) . f(i,CX,Y{0}) . TR2) =/= bot .

The operator bind implements the fun tion (^y ) on tra es. Note that in the
rst Delay rule, the hannel indi es of the free input a tion are shifted up when
it is delayed a ross a bound a tion, sin e it gets into the s ope of the bound
argument. Similarly, in the se ond Delay rule, when the bound input a tion is
delayed a ross a free input/output a tion, the hannel indi es of the free a tion
will be shifted down by the bind operation. The other two sub ases of the Delay
rule, namely, where a free input is to be delayed a ross a free input or output,
and where a bound input is to be delayed a ross a bound input or output, are
not shown as they are similar.
To de ide D1 v D2 for nitary diagrams D1 ; D2 without re ursion, we
exploit the alternate hara terization of v given by Theorem 1. But a problem
with this approa h is that niteness of D only implies that the length of tra es in
[jDj℄ is bounded, but the number of tra es in [jDj℄ an be in nite (even modulo equivalen e) be ause the INP rule is in nitely bran hing. To avoid the problem
of having to ompare in nite sets, we observe that
[jD2 j℄ - [jD1 j℄

if and only if

[jD2 j℄fn(D1 ;D2 ) - [jD1 j℄fn(D1 ;D2 ) ;
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where for a set of tra es S we de ne S = fs 2 S j fn(s)   g. Now, sin e the
tra es in [jD1 j℄ and [jD2 j℄ are nite in length, it follows that the sets of tra es
[jD1 j℄fn(D1 ;D2 ) and [jD2 j℄fn(D1 ;D2 ) are nite modulo -equivalen e. In fa t, the
set of tra es generated for [[fn(D1,D2)℄ D1℄ by our implementation, ontains
exa tly one representative from ea h -equivalen e lass of [jD1 j℄fn(D1 ;D2 ) .
Given pro esses D1 and D2 , we generate the set of all tra es (modulo equivalen e) of [[fn(D1,D2)℄ D1℄ and [[fn(D1,D2)℄ D2℄ using the metalevel
fa ilities of Maude. Then for ea h -well-formed tra e T in [jD1 j℄fn(D1 ;D2 ) , we
ompute the re exive transitive losure of T with respe t to the rewrite rules for
the laws in Table 3. We then use the fa t that [jD2 j℄fn(D1 ;D2 ) - [jD1 j℄fn(D1 ;D2 ) if
and only if for every -well-formed tra e T in [jD1 j℄fn(D1 ;D2 ) the losure of T and
[jD2 j℄fn(D1 ;D2 ) have a ommon element. We skip the details of the implementation
using metalevel fa ilities of Maude, as they are the same as that for asyn hronous
- al ulus [22℄.

6 Con lusion
We have presented the exe utable fragment of SDs as an extension of asynhronous  - al ulus. We have exploited this relation to both obtain an implementation of SDs, and to develop a theory of may testing for SDs. An interesting
dire tion for future work is to investigate the theory of may testing for the entire
SD language. Features su h as fairness onditions and the onstraint predi ate,
whi h we have not onsidered here, hange the hara terization of may testing in
a non-trivial way. Another problem of interest is to extend the implementation
of may testing for the ase where there are other in nite value domains besides
names, su h as integers and lists. This would involve the use of sophisti ated
symboli te hniques to handle these in nite value domains [10, 25℄. The resulting implementation of may testing over the full edged SD language with a ri h
value set an be used for reasoning about pra ti al examples; su h ase studies
are also a topi of interest.
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